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Page 2 Page 3 Page 4 Individual Training Program (ITP) Individual Training Program is custom training designed to give the student one-on-one attention in order to improve individual skill. ITP gives our students the opportunity to improve juggling, dribbling, foot-skills, first touch, passing, and shooting. Through training,
which consists of mechanical adjustments and refinement ITP students become more comfortable when in possession of the ball. Cost: $120 - On 1 hour student session application (Click here) Once the application is approved registration and logistics information will be sent directly to accepted students. Throughout all
training, we will explicitly follow all guidelines on infection control issued by the state of New Jersey and the CDC. The safety and well-being of our students is our priority. For more information please visit: www.universalsocceracademy.com/covid As an aspiring football player it is essential to understand that your success
depends on countless hours spent improving you, especially when no one else is. In the off-season and holidays, most players no longer train due to family obligations and cold weather. This is the time to shine and get ahead of the competition! Use these exercises to stay effective this holiday. #1 SELF SKILLS (A)
Everything here applies to a game, so keep the correct shape and do it as fast as you can. By mastering the control of the movement of the body through this drill will make the game look easy! in variation A, complete: 1. Inside taps 2. Tap 3. Short touches with the inside of both legs Change every 20 seconds. RSR -
Reps: 1 (1 rep = 1 min) (change every 20 seconds) -Sets: 3 -Recovery: 1.5 min Equipment -1x Ball Intended Results By mastering control and movement of the body through this drill, you will make the game look easy. #2 NON-STOP STEPOVERS Stepovers are one of the most basic moves skills in the game, but it is
also one of the most effective in deceiving your opponent and creating an opportunity. Ronaldo, Ronaldinho, Götze, and some of the best dribblings you can think of using stepovers regularly to their advantage. With the ball fixed to the spot, step by step as fast as you can without losing your shape. Tip: If you accidentally
hit the ball with any part of the foot (due to fatigue or us focus), punish yourself by adding +5 seconds. Tip #2: See how many paovers you can make in one representative and try to break the record each time. VARIATION A: INSIDE STEPOVERS VARIATION B: REVERSE STEPOVERS RSR -Reps 1 (1 rep = 1 min) -
Sets: 3 -Recovery: 1.5 min between A&amp;B Equipment -1x Intentional Results Will make your feet and hips more flexible and you will get faster foot movement. Better to 1-to-1 situations. #3 TOUCH &amp; ROLL To push the ball at high speed you need to dribble with your instep. Best player players a lot of short
dribbling, pushing the ball both inside and outside their feet. Use a lot of small, precise touches to bring the ball to the other marker. Once you have reached the marker, pull the ball back with the soles of your feet and repeat. Tip: To make it harder for you, scan left, right and in front of you while dribbling and raising your
arms in line with your shoulders as you've been holding off an opponent. RSR -Reps 8 (up &amp; down =1 rep) -Sets: 4 -Recovery: 1.5 min Equipment -2x cones -1x Intended Results More time when you have the ball and will allow you to penetrate the territory of your opponents through more precise dribbling sendings
and precise touches. #4 STOP &amp; GO Former Chelsea central defender Ashley Cole was an excellent player in turning with and without. Ashley was very quick, and he knew that if he can't go in one direction, he'll put on the brakes and go somewhere else, this allowed him to be a formidable player who rarely lost
possession. The idea behind this exercise is to reproduce the same stop and go motion that is used during games, with 2 markers acting as opponents. Use small, precise touches when dribbled to marker, stop the ball firmly in place and explode in the other direction using a lot of small steps when getting low around the
cone. RSR -Reps: 8 -Sets: 4 -Recovery: 2 min Equipment -2x cones -1x intended Results More time when you have the ball and will allow you to penetrate the territory of your opponents through more precise dribbling and precise touches. Braking and sharp turning is what allows you to find space and play the ball for
your teammate. This is what you will improve in this exercise. You will keep possession and you will lose less ball. COOL DOWN -Hold each stretch for at least 20 seconds. -Be sure to stretch any stiff and inflamed areas for a long time. Order 1. 3 minutes jog light 2. Stretch calf 3. Hamstring 4. Lower back stretch 5.
Quadriceps lying down stretch 6. Inguinal sitting 7. Shoulder stretch 8. Stretch any inflamed or rigid areas rsr -Reps: 1 -Sets: 1 -Recovery: Equipment is not applicable -None required. The expected Stretching results help remove lactic acid build out of your muscles and for relaxation, helping you feel fresh and ready for
your next workout. Nick Humphries, 25, is a footballer who has played in England (Wimbledon), Scotland (Montrose), the Netherlands (Volendam), Hungary (Vasas), as well as the U20 national team of Australia. At 16, he was just an average amateur player with limited skills. Only a year later he was offered $120,000 in
scholarships. Two years later he was awarded a contract to play professionally in Is he all right? He trained in his own way! Learn more about the training program they create to help players improve on their terms. Facebook Twitter LinkedIn More than: Nick Humphries You're Looking For an individual football training
program? Do you need some individual football exercises to work on over the summer or off-season? Look no further, below is an individual football training plan that you can use to help you improve as a football player and reach the highest level of the game. Again, though, the key to becoming a great football player is
to spend time with the football on your own, whether that's juggling, dribbling or simply beating the ball against a wall to work on the first touch. Growing up, this is just what Christian Pulisic has done to become a professional football player - Pulisic constantly sought out for ways to get better. Pulisic has become great
and now a potential star for Chelsea through his solo or individual football training. For age-specific practice plans and other football exercises, visit our football exercise director. Also in the box below, there are some new practice football plans and videos for teams and individuals: NEW: For football coaches, if you want
to make setting up football practices easier, take a look at the Soccer Session Planner de Coerver. When you don't have football practice or you're ready for the season, here's a good individual football workout routine: Really, there's not much of a difference in a fundamental training session if you're six or seventeen, it's
about spending time with the football and making the ball do what you want to do and not the other way around. When you take a break between tasks, you can juggle or do sit-ups and push-ups. Perfect Individual Practice Session for Football Here are some solo or individual football exercises to work on. 10 minutes
Start close to half the field, try to hit the crossbar with the ball. Use this a warm-up, jogging to retrieve the ball, and dribble back with your right foot and then your left foot alternately. See if you can hit the crossbar with your left foot. When hitting the ball towards the crossbar, do not try to drive the ball or chip the ball, it is a
combination of the two, do not follow when you kick, rather stop tracking immediately after you hit the ball, this way you will get some pick under. Mastering this will give you a great feel for, so you can play the ball at any part of the field, at any player or space, with a driven or a lofted pass. Incorporates some stretches
into this warming phase after a few attempts to hit the cross bar. 15 minutes After trying to hit the cross bar five or six times, juggle with each leg twenty times - repeat this by or four times. Then do a cycle, from the left leg to the right, to the right thigh and then the left thigh, and then up to the head and chest - repeat this
four or five times. Try to make up your own cycles, say left foot to the head and then to fight the foot and back up to the head. Then see if you can run 20 yards while juggling the ball. 20 20 When you're done juggling, find a wall to hit the ball against, practice driving the ball, this means hitting the ball with power, but
controlled. So again, don't follow through when you hit the ball as when you take a shot by stopping right after hitting the ball–there's so much back spin on as with a more stable chip. Spend about ten minutes hitting the ball against the wall with both feet. Spend a few minutes than hitting the ball against the wall with all
the different parts of the foot-inside, outside, and instep both feet. Try to control the ball on the wall in two or three taps. And control the ball in front of you, don't kill the ball under your feet, but control it a few feet away, so you can hit the ball right away. 10 minutes moving on, kick the ball in the air as high as you can and
control the ball with the instep of the foot, see if you can actually drive the ball to the side when you're in control, as there would be a defender on you - repeat five or six times. Then see if you can juggle the ball once before you lay the ball down on the ground or even control the ball back through your feet with the instep



of your foot. Look at the control and touch of Manchester City striker Wilfried Bony. It's one thing to control the ball while standing in one place, see Bony do it while moving as well. 10 minutes Next, try dribbling at twenty feet or so, tapping the ball with each step, but it goes as fast as you can. Do this with both feet and
don't have your head down, but slightly up, so you can see what a head is you. If you have a set of cones, set up a line of cones that you can snow in and out. Work on a leg when dribbled through cones or part of the foot. 5 minute Master moves your favorite football and turns. Dribling at a slow pace, making a football
feint or move, would be a step over or a cut back and dribble away at speed. Work on five or six of your favorite football moves and then take off on the dribbling after you make the move. Remember, it's about changing pace when you make a football move. 5 minutes Finally, run through another juggling cycle, routine
varies, two juggles on the right foot and then two on the left, then three on the right and three on the left, going up to ten. 5 minutes Take a slow jog around half the field with the ball to the foot to cool down and then stretch. Make a set of 100 sit-ups and 50 push-ups between stretches. And then one last round of
juggling, at least 100 before you leave. NEW: Check out these football training sessions And then a training session to improve speed: Training Soccer Players for Speed This young kid in the video below, who I think plays for Bayern Munich's youth academy team, is incredible. His skills on the football are amazing. Take
a This kid from Bayern's academy is absolutely incredible... @AssassinsSoccer pic.twitter.com/4qG6vRTi5X â€ Empire of the Kop (@empireofthekop) March 8, 2017 2017
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